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Let M be a Poisson random measure on [0, 0o) and let {X(t):t~ [0, o0)} be an alternating 
renewal process induced by the probability measures 17 and/z;  i.e., X alternates between the 
states 1 and 0 with independent sojourns, those in 1 having distribution 77 and those in 0 having 
distribution ~. Assume that M and X are independent. Let X*M be the random measure 
defined by X*M(A)= Lt X(u)M(du). In this paper we study the random measure X.M and 
its relationship to the processes M and X engendering it. One interpretation is that M is an 
underlying process of events and X is a screening process that allows or prevents observation 
of M, so that X*  M is the observed process of events. Distributional, structural and asymptotic 
properties of the random measure X*  M are presented. We develop procedures for statistical 
estimation and filtering for M, based on observations either of both X and X*  M or of X*  M 
alene, when M is an ordinary Poissor. process. Estimation is of the rate of M; the filtering results 
are explicit or recursive calculations of conditional expectations of the form E[M(t) l~t], where 
($t°~) is an appropriate observed history. We also treat estimation of the mean measure m of M 
when m is periodic and of the L~vy measure for M when M is additive. Finally, estimation and 
filtering results are given for X when X is assumed to be Markov; the observed history may be 
that of X*  M alone or that of both M and X * M. 
AMS (MOS) 1980 Subj. Class.: Primary 60G55, 60G57, Secoadary 60G35, 60K05, 
60K15, 93E10, 93E11. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem we treat in this paper is that of a partially observed point process. 
We envision an underlying process of events and a screening process that alternately 
allows the underlying process to be observed and then prevents its being observed. 
Our interest is in properties of the observed process and in recovery (in various 
senses) of either the underlying process of events or the screening process from 
the observed process. 
Specifically, we consider processes of the following form. Let M be a Poisson 
random measure on R+ with mean measure m. Let (X,) be a semi-Markov process 
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with state space E = {0, 1} and semi-Markov kernel O given by 
O(t)= n(t) 
where 1,/and # are probability measures on R+. That is, X is the alternating renewal 
process induced by 71 and tz. We assume throughout the paper that M and X are 
independent, and that X(0)= 1. 
Let X * M denote the random measure defined by 
X • M(A) = IA X(u)M(du), (1.2) 
about whose existence there is no question. We will make the following interpreta- 
tions: 
(1) The random measure M ',represents an underlying process of events occurring 
over time. 
(2) The alternating renewal process X describes a screening process or observa- 
tion equipment. If X ( t )= 1, M is observable at t, while if X ( t )=0,  M is not 
observable at t. Let U0 = 0, U1, U2, . . .  denote the beginnings of the observability 
periods and T1, T2, . . .  the terminations. 
(3) Th, e random measure X ,M then represents the process of observed events. 
Alternatively, one can interpret X as the underlying process of interest, which 
can be observed only at the random times determined by the point process M. In 
this context our estimation and filtering results for X are particularly natural. 
In this paper we study the random measure X .M and its relationship to the 
random measure M and the alternating renewal process X that generate it. 
The author, in [ 1 2], introduced and studied, in some depth but also very abstractly, 
"'derived random measures". Given a nice measurable space (E, 8'), a random 
measure M on 8', and a positive, measurable stochastic process (Xy)yEn, the derived 
random measure X .  M is defined by 
X.  M(A)= fA X(r)M(dy). 
To be more consistent with sources such as [8], we abandon the notation 'X .  M '  
used in [12] for the more common 'X .M ' .  The results given in [12] include 
distributional nd structural properties, a strong law of large numbers and a central 
limit theorem; one motivation for the present paper was to apply and sharpen the 
results from [12] in a specific case. 
Much of our attention in this paper is directed to questions of a filtering/statistical 
nature that arise very naturally from the; previously stated interpretation. For 
example, one might wish to perform: 
(1) Calculation (as explicitly as possible) of conditional expectations ElM(t) I ~,], 
where (~ft) is either the internal history of the observed process X ,  M and the 
observability process X, or that of the observed process X ,  M alone, according as 
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knowledge of X is available to the observer o not. This is an example of a filtering 
problem. 
(2) Estimation of the rate ,~ of M when M is an ordinary Poisson process (or 
of the mean measure of M in more general cases) from observations of X • M and 
X or of only X .M.  This is an exa\,,nple of a statistical problem. 
Alternatively, it could be that no~ only is the observability process X not directly 
observable but also that one wishes to perform filter.ag or statistical procedures 
for it. We consider this situation too. 
Four bodies of material are drawn uI:ol~ heavily in this paper. The first pertains 
to randor,~ measures, for which principal sources are [ 10] and [14]; several applica- 
tions are treated in [5]. The reader is rei(~rred to these for basic definitions. We 
will use the following objects associated witi,, a random measure M on ~+" 
(1) The mean measure E[M] defined by E~M](A) = ElM(A)]. 
(2) The Laplace functional LM defined by 
L~(f)  = E[e-~r~], 
where M(f)  = J f dM. 
(3) The zero-probability functional z~ defined by 
z~(A)=P{M(A)=O}. 
The Laplace functional LM always determines the distribution of M. If M is simple 
in the sense that it admits a representation 
oo 
M=~.ey , ,  
i=1  
where Y1, Y2,.. • are a.s. distinct random variables and ex is the point mass at x, 
then the zero-probability functional zM determines the distribution of M (cf. [10]). 
A random measure M on ~+ is termed a Poisson random measure with mean 
measure m, where m is a locally finite measure on ~+, if 
(a) M is additive in the sense that if A1 , . . . ,An  ~+ are disjoint, then 
M(A1), . . . , M(An) are independent; 
(b) For each it, At(A) has a Poisson distribution with expectation re(A). 
It follows that 
(1) E [M]= m; 
(2) LM(f)= exp(-j  (1 -e  -r) din); 
(3) zM(A)=e -"(A). 
Moreover, M is simple if m is diffuse. A final property, which we use frequently, 
is that of conditional uniformity: if m(A)<oo, then, given that M(A)=n,  
the n atoms in A are independent and identically distributed with distribution 
m(.c~A)/m(A).  
A specific antecedent in the theory of randum measures i the author's previous 
work on derived random measures [12]. The process we study in this paper falls 
under [12, Application 4.3] to which we will refer on several occasions. 
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A second body of material is renewal' theory, two main sources for which are [7] 
and [9], from which specific results will be cited as necessary. 
The third body of. material is Markov renewal theory, for descriptions of which 
the reader is referred to [4] and [6]. Its relevance is due to the fact that the 
observability process X is a semi-Markov process. Here also, results will be cited 
as needed. 
Finally, we draw upon the body of results known as filtering theory, which is 
concerned with explicit or recursive calculation of conditional expectations for a 
s~ate process or its functionals, based on certain observations. An excellent survey 
is given in [2], while a general treatment of the problem for random measure 
observations appears in [16]. These also will be referred to as needed. 
As for specific notation we need only very little. Let 
~, - Or(M, X on [0, t]), 
~, - Or(X, X ,  M on [0, t]), 
= or(M, X*  M on [0, tl), 
Ygt = Or(X* M on [0, t]). 
Distribution function and measure notation are interchanged freely. 
In addition to previously stated assumptions, all of which are in force throughout 
the paper, we also assume that 71(0)< 1 and/z(0) < 1. 
The specific content of the sections is as follows. Section 2 presents properties 
of the observed process X*'M, including distributional properties, asymptotic 
behavior and associated predictable measures. Filtering and statistical questions 
for the underlying process M are studied in Section 3 for the case when M is an 
ordinary Poisson process. We consider both observations of X and X ,M and 
observations of X ,  M only. In Section 4 we treat statistical problems for M in two 
somewhat more general settings, namely, when M" is Poisson with a periodic mean 
measure and when M is an additive random measure whose mean is a multiple of 
the Lebesgue measure. Finally, Section 5 contai~ns filtering and statistical results 
for X when X is assumed to be Markov; we emphasize the case when only X ,  M 
is observed, but do also include the case when both M and X ,  M are observed. 
2. Properties of the observed process X ,  M 
This section presents basic distributional, structural and asymptotic properties 
of the observed random measure X .M.  For additional properties we refer the 
reader to [12, Sections 2 and 3]; some of the results here are more specific or more 
refined versions of general results given there. 
We begin by listing some elementary, computational properties of X ,  M, none 
of which require proof here, but which are included for the sake of completeness 
and for use in later sections. 
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(1) Zero-probability functional. Let 
°t 
Z~.tl = j~ X(u) du, 
which is the length of time in the interval (s, t] during which the underiying process 
M is observable. By solving renewal-like quations (cf. [20] for related kinds of 
calculations) one can show that for u < t -  s, 
P{Z,~,tl > u}= I R'°' (dx) I Iz(dz)P{Z(t-(x + z))> u] 
0,s] s--x,oo) 
+ ~o,sl R (dx)[1-'q(s + u -x )  + Is_x,s+u_x) ~(dz )
x~ #(dw)P{Z(t-(x+z+w))>u+s-(x+z)}], 
O,t-(x+z)] 
(2.1) 
where R = $(r/#) i is the renewal measure corresponding to the renewal process 
(U~) of beginnings of observability periods, R ~°~= rtR is analogously associated 
with the delayed renewal process (T/), and where Z(t)= Z~o.,l, the distribution of 
which can be calculated explicitly ~tarting from the decomposition 
oo oo i 
P{Zt>u}= Y'. P{Zt>u,t~[U~, Ti+l)}+ Y'. P{Zt>u,t~[T,,.:, Ui)}. 
i=0  i=1 
Therefore, in the special case m(du)= A du for some A (i.e., M is an ordinary 
Poisson process with rate A) we can calculate Zx.~((s, t]) explicitly from (2.1) and 
the relationship 
f0 --3i* Zx.M((s, t]) = 1 - A e P{Z<,,,I > u} du. (2.2) 
Also for this special case we have the formula (for a > 0) 
oO 
fo e-"tZx.M((O, t]) d t= (a + A)l.(a + A)(1 - l~, (a)) + a(1 - l,~(a + A)) + t,, (a + a )l,, (a)] 9 
(2.3) 
where 1,7 and l~, are the Laplace transforms of 7/and/z, respectively. In Section 5 
we will see that (2.3) can be inverted in closed form when X is Markov. 
The derivation of (2.2) is based on the fact that, conditional on X, X*M is 
Poisson with mean AX(u)du, cf. [10] and [18] for related results, while that of 
(2.3) uses the semi-Markov nature of X. By using the conditional uniformil~y 
property of M one can show that f,~r a general, diffuse mean measure m 
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where 
zx.u((s, t])= 
-m(s,t] 
=e 1+ E m(dul) re(duE) '"  m(duk)hk~Ul,...,Uk ,
k=l l k-1 
(2.4) 
hk(Ul,. . . ,  Uk) = P{X(ul) = 0 , . . . ,  X(Uk) = 0}. 
The functions hk may be computed recursively by solving certain simple renewal 
equations. 
(2) Laplace functional. From [12, Application (4.3)] it follows that 
Lx ,M(D=E[exp{- I  (1 -e - f )X  dm}], (2.5) 
but even for m(du)= A du we have not been able to evaluate the right-hand side 
in closed form. 
(3) Mean measure. From (2.5) it does follow that 
EtX  *M](A)= IA m(du)Io.u] (1-17(u-t))R(dt),  (2.6) 
where R is the previously defined renewal measure. 
(4) Explicit distributions. It can be shown, in generalization of (2.2), that for 
m (du) = A du and s < t, 
p{X,M(s, t ]=l}=~o e-A"( '~u t ,-s ) (Uu-A)P{Z~s,]>u}du, (2.7) 
1! 
which provides in dosed form the distribution of the number of observed events 
in (s, t]. 
We next consider asymptotic behavior of the observed random measure X ,  M. 
Let n = E[X ,  M] as given by (2.6). The following strong law of large numbers is 
an essentially direct consequence of [12, Theorem 3.1], except hat one must note 
that the assumption i  [12] that t--} X(t, to) be bounded away from zero, which is 
not satisfied for the case at hand, can be replaced by the assumption that 
SO t lim inf t -~ X(u)du>O 
almost surely, which does hold. 
2.8. 
= ~ xn(dx) and fi (similarly defined) are both finite. Then 
X ,M(r )  
lim = 1 
t..o~ n(t) 
Theorem.  Assume t:~at m (dx) = A dx, that rl and Iz are nonarithmetic, and that 
almost surely. 
(2.9) 
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The central imit theorem for X ,M is not an immediate consequence of the 
corresponding theorem in [12], but is shown by a relatively direct argument. 
2.10. Theorem. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied and that 
tr~ (x - ~)2n(dx)  
and tr~ are both finite. Then, as t ~ oo, 
(1+A- -  
in distribution. 
X,M(t)-n(t) 
-2  2 , -2  2, +/.7, 7/ tr .  __._~__.~n~n(t)] 
n ('17 +/~)  3 ] 
1/2 "~ N(0, 1) 
Proof. For notational simplicity, let 
-2  2 -2  2 2 1,/ cr~,+/~ o'n 
or - -  ( _  n+~)3 • 
We first write 
[ { - }] 
AZ(t)-n(t) " (AZ(t)~'/2(X*M(t'-hZ(t'~lexPliu }] E 
By independence of M and X the foregoing expectation can be expressed as an 
integral with respect to a product measure PM(dto,) x Px(dto2) in the manner 
[. hZ( t ,  to2)-n(t )} 
I Px(dto2)exp'ilU n(t)l/2" 
I { (AZ(t'm2)~'/2X*M(t't°''m2)-AZ(t'm2)} 
x PM(dto,)exp iu\ -'~t) ] (aZ(t, t02))"'/2 • 
For almost every to2, the central imit theorem for Poisson random measures is 
applicable with re, spect o PM(dtoO and yields 
112 } f pM(dtol)exp{iu(hZ(t,a~2)~ X,M( t ,  tol, a~2) -AZ(t ,  to2) --u2/2 
\ \1 /2  ~ e • J (Az(t, 
(2.11) 
(2:12) 
Therefore 
E[exp{ iu X *M(t)- n(t) } ] = Ex[ Yt expl iuAZ(t)- n(t) } ] 
n(t)  1/2 j n(t)  1/2 ' 
where I~ -~ e -u~72 almost surely with respect o the distribution of X, which further 
implies that 
t~ n 
=e -"~/2 lim E exp iu , t-,oo /~(t) 1/2 " 
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By virtue of a result of Takacs [20] and the fact that t-tn(t)-~ ~A/(~ + 12) we see 
that 
[ { AZ( t ) -n ( t ) l l  { x 2 2-~+/2 / 
l ime exp iu n(t)a/~ j j=exp  -~u or ^  '~ s. 
The theorem now follows from (2.12) and (2.13). l'-I 
(2.13) 
Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 will be used in Section 3 as tools for statistical inference 
for the underlying process M. 
We conclude th~s ection with a result listing the associated predictable measures 
(compensators) for the observed process X .M relative to various histories of 
interest. The reader is referred to [2] for an excellent survey of the problem of 
projections of point processes and their applications. Theorem 2.14 may also be 
compared with the various filtering results below, e.g., Theorems 3.7, 5.8 and 5.15. 
For a listing of the histories appearing below the reader is referred back to the 
end of Section 1. 
2.14. Theorem. Given a history (~?t) and a random measure N, let N~e denote the 
(.~t)-predictable random measure (compensator) associated with N. Then, if m(du ) = 
A du, 
(a) (X • M)s~(A ) = A Ia X,, du ; 
(b) (X * M)~a(A ) = A Ia X,, du; 
(X * M)x(A)  = A Ia E[X.  I ~",, ] du; 
(d) (X*M)x(A)=A 
(Calculation of the conditional expectations E[X,, I X°,,] and E[X,, I~,] is deferred 
to Section 5.) 
Proof. (a) It suffices to show :bat 
for every positive, (~'t)-predictable process W. By independence of M and X and 
the fact that m (du) = A du is diffuse we have 
f w d(X ,M)= I W,,X,,_M(du) 
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almost surely. Moreover, the process (W, cX'._ ) is (,~,)-predictable and the (3~,)-dual 
predictable projection of M is m; consequently b  [8, V.T28] 
which completes the proof of (2.15). 
The remaining parts follow from (a) by a standard argument [2, p. 372]. El 
Remark. The interpretation f X and its filtered versions as stochastic intensities 
of X ,  M are intuitive and appealing. 
3. Statistical in~erence and filtering for M: simple Poisson case 
In this section we assume that M is a homogeneous Poisson random ....asure 
with mean measure m(du)= A du, where A may be unknown. We are concerned 
with questions of inference and filtering for M and begin with the former. 
Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 provide the basis of a very pleasant statistical inference 
theory for M. We first consider the case when X and X ,M are both observed, 
for which the following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.8 and 
2.10. 
3.1. Theorem.. Let 
X*M(t )  
Z(t) 
If 17',0)=0 and if the hypotheses of Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 are satisfied, then 
~a) E[~,,] = A for each t > 0; 
(b) lim At = A tdmost surely; 
t-.~oo 
(c) As t-, oo, 
• ~t " ~/2 
A-1/2 (~) (X , -  A)--,N(O, 1) 
in distribution. 
(3.2) 
That is, the estimators (~t) are unbiased, strongly consistent, and asymptotically 
normal in the sense of (3.2). 
Remarks. (1) Although Theorem 3.1 is stated in terms of parameter estimation, 
the results given there can easily be used to construct hypothesis test¢, of both 
nonsequential and sequential ~arietJes. 
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(2) With somewhat more direct arguments ubstituted for the appeals to 
Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 one can obtain an analogue of Theorem 3.1 for the case 
when M has a general mean measure m that is known up to a scalar multiple. For 
other results where m is not a multiple of Lebesgue measure we refer the reader 
to Section 4 below. 
Using the conditional uniformity property of Poisson random measures one can 
obtain the following result, whose proof is direct. 
3.3. Proposition. The vector (X,M(t),Z(t)) is a ~t-sufficient statistic for a for 
each t. 
For details concerning sufficiency and its implications we refer the reader to [21]. 
We next treat the filtering problem for M when both X * M and X are observed; 
this problem admits a very nice solution. In this situation the rate A is assumed to 
be known and one is attempting to calculate--as explicitly as possible--the condi- 
tional expectations ElM(t)[ ~,], which are treated as estimators of the state M(t) 
based on the observed history ~t; recall that ~t = tr(X, X * M on [0, t]). 
3.4. Proposition. For each t, 
E[Mt l ~t] = X .  M(t) + A (t -  Z(t)). (3.5) 
Proof. Since M = X • M + (1 - X) • M and M, X are independent, we have 
E[M(t) ! @']= X * M(t) + Io,,l (1-X(u))E[Ml f~,](du) 
=X.M(t)+A Io.,1 (1-X(u))du 
by [11, (2.3) and (2.5)]. 73 
Remarks. (1) Proposition 3.4 remains true for the case of a general mean measure 
m for M;  the expression (3.5) takes the form 
E[M(t)l @t]=X *M(t)+ !o.tj (1-X(u))m(du). 
(2) In view of Theorem 2.14(b), if we rewrite (3.5) as 
E[M(t) l @']= At + Io.t] l (X , m(du)-  AX(u) du), 
we have the filtering formula i,1 standard form. The process (At) is the predictable 
part, the constant 1 in the integral is the filter gain, and the random measure 
X,M(du) -AX(u)du is the innovation. The reader is referred to [2] for more 
detailed interpretations. 
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Let us turn now to problems of statistical inference and filtering for M when 
only the random measure X ,  M is observed. For the inference problem, we assume 
that the distributions 7/and/z are known, but that the process X is not observable. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be modified to yield the following result. 
3.6. Theorem. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 are satisfied, 
let 
q O+~z' 
and define 
X ,M( t )  
Af--- 
qt 
Then (a) lim,_,~ A, = A almost surely; 
(b) as t.-~ oo, 
Aor2t _\-1/2, t ,1/2,~ A-1/2(1+ /q) tq ) tAt-A)-~N(0, 1) 
in distribution, where 
2 or -- (~ +/.~)3 
ProoL (a) is immediate. For (b) we observe that 
~tl/2(1 +~tO'2/q)-l/2(qt)l/2(~t .... A)  
*M(I) -- a 1/2 + Kt l /2n  (t)-qAt n(t) (n(t)/A,q t) (t)l/2 , Kt l /2X  n(t) 1/2 n 
where 
"~ 2 K, = 1 + X,tr /q-~ 1 + Atr2/q 
almost surely. From Theorem 2.10, 
X,M( t ) -n ( t )  
LKt () J ' "n't  "'1/2 -->N(0, 1) 
in distribution, so the desired conclusion follows from (a), the two preceding 
expressions and the standard renewal theory result that n(t)-l/2[n(t)-qAt]~O (cf. 
[6] or [9]). 7"1 
The filtering problem for M when only X * M is observed is rather more difficult 
than when X is also observed. However, we can obtain the following representation. 
Recall that Y/'t = cr(X * M on [0, t]). 
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3.7. Theorem. We have, for each t, 
E[M(t) [if/t] = X • M(t) + at - AE[Z, I~,] 
t 
=X,M(t )+A fo (1-E[X~l~u])du 
t 
=At+ fo I (X ,M(du) -AE[X, ]~]du) .  (3.8) 
Proof. The first equality in (3.8) is proved in the sarae manner as (3.5) above. To 
complete the proof it suffices to show that 
t 
I c,] = Io I c.] d. 
for all t. Consider the process Y defined by 
[, 
Y,--E[Z,l:~,]- fo E[Xul~.]du 
t 
= Io (E[X" l YC,] - E[X. I g,, ]) du. 
(3.9) 
It is straightforward to check that Y is continuo,-~ (for the first term one appeals 
to the martingale convergence theorem) and that Y is a (Yf,)-martingale. Since the 
paths of Y are of bounded variation we infer using [8, V.T39] that allnost surely 
Y, = Yo = 0 for all t, which proves (3.9). [-I 
i~emark. The final equality in (3.8) represents E[M(t)I Y/'t] in the standard form of 
predictable part plus integral of filter gain with respect o innovation. 
Below in Theorem 5.8 we consider calculation of E[Xtl~t] when X is a Markov 
process. 
For certain applications one may have to ,estimate M(t) solely on the basis of 
X,  M(t) rather than ~,, which happens for a remotely located counter whose total 
is read only at some time t. This procedure can be done using the following result. 
3,10. Proposition. Define 
ft(k) = k + 1 P{X,M(t)=k + 1} 
A P{X,M(t)=k} 
v~hich can be calculated using (2.7). Then, for each t, 
E[M(t)IX *M(t)]=X ,M(t)+ At-Aft(X*M(t)). 
The proof requires only elementary calculations and is omitted. 
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4. Statistical inference for M: two general cases 
This section contains two consistency results applying to more general random 
measures M than are treated in Section 3. First, we consider the case when M is 
a general Poisson random measure whose mean measure m is periodic. 
4.1. Theorem. Assume that M is a Poisson random measure with mean measure 
m that is periodic with period 1: 
m(A+l )=m(A)  
for each Borel subset A of [0, 1]. Assume that 0 and ~ are finite and that the 
convolution ~lz is nonarithmetic. Let f be a nonnegative, bounded, continuous function 
on [0, 1] with/(0) =f(1) and extend f to [0, oo) by periodicity. Then 
lim t -1 f f (u )X*M(du)=~ 
t--*oo d[O,t] 
almost surely. 
1 -' I jdx 
~+t i  o ,:. 
m(du) f (u)[1 - n(u --x)] 
(4.2~ 
Proof. Since M is Poisson and M and X are independent, i  follows from the proof 
of [12, Theorem 3.1] that 
lim I f dX ,M/  I fX  dm= l 
t-.,oo o,t] o.t] 
(4.3) 
almost surely. To analyze the denominator in (4.3), let (Nt) be the counting process 
associated with the ordinary renewal process (Uj) of beginnings of the observability 
periods. Since t- 1Nt ~ (~ +/Z)- ~ almost surely and 
P 
lim t -1 | fX  dm = 0 
t-~oo J( UN(o.t ]
almost surely, it sufficers to show that 
1 
lim n-I I fXdm=IodX I m(du)f(u)[1-n(u--x)]  (4.4) 
n-,.oo 0.U,,] x.eO) 
almost surely. 
To establish (4.4) we first note that 
~[ I rt-1 n--1 1 -1 [X dm= n -1 ~, f dm = n- ~'. h(Uk, Tk+l), 
O, Un] k =0 Uk, Tk+l) k =0 
where h(x~ Y)=Jtx.,f dm. The two-dimensional process ((Uk, Tk+l)) is a transient 
Markov chain whose invariant tr-algebra is trivial and therefore 
n-1 
lim n-'  ~, (h(Uk, Tk+,)--E[h(Uk, Tk+,)]}:0 
n~oo k:O 
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almost surely (cf. [1]). Since m and f are periodic, 
-Eli , do] 
ok-~ tSkL Tk + t-~ Uk]) 
rdm] 
=El i  t m(du)f(u)(1-71(U-Uk+~Uk~))],  (4.5) 
Uk--~ Uk~. 00) 
where ~ Uk~ is the integer part of Uk, so that 
Uk -- ~ Uk ] = Uk, mod 1. 
Since rl/~ is nonarithmetic, an equidistribution theorem of Robbins [17] implies that 
o-1  
lim n -1 Y. 1A(Uk--~UkD) = dx, (4.6) 
n-~oo k=O 
for all intervals A c[0,  1], almost surety. From (4.5), (4.6) and the dominated 
convergence theorem we infer that 
n-1 SO 1 I lim n -~ ~., E[h(Uk, Tk+l)] = dx m(du)f (u) [1- r l (u-x) ] ,  
n-~oo k =0 x,oo) 
which completes the proof of (4.4). El 
Remarks. (1) The content of Theorem 4.1 is that by observati,:,n of X .  M alone 
it is possible (in the limit) to recover all the integrals 
dx m(du)f(u)[1 -n (u  -x)] .  
~+~ x. 
Provided that rl and/.~ are known, one can thereupon recover the mean measure 
m. 
~(2) The assumption that m has period 1 is made for the sake of convenience 
and simplicity, and can easily be modified. 
The second result in this section treats the case where M is a generalized 
compound Poisson random measure, with atoms of randomly varying sizes. For 
thorough and complete discussions of additive random measures we refer the reader 
to [10] and [14]. 
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4.7. Theorem. Assume that M is an additive random measure with Laplace func- 
tional 
L~(f )  =exp[-A Io,~)×a+ (1-e-"f(s))ck(du) d q , (4.8) 
where A > 0 and d~ is a Radon measure on (0, oo) satisfying 
f (1-e-")d~(du) < oo. 
Let a measure-valued process (L,) be defined by 
L,(B) = number of atoms of X .  M in (0, t] with sizes in B. 
Then, if ~ and ~ are finite and 71, Ix are nonarithmetic, 
lira L.._,= A_...._~ b (4.9) 
t-,oo t ~+/2 
almost surely, in the sense of vague convergence of Radon measures on (0, oo). 
Proof. Let 2f/be a Poisson random measure on (0, oo)xR+ with mean measure 
~b(du)A ds and let X(u ,s )=Xs  for all u and s; assume also that M and X are 
independent. Form the derived random measure X , /~r  and take note of the facts 
that for each A 
X * M(A)  = I u~f * l~(du, ds), 
0,oo)xA 
in the sense of equality in distribution, and also that 
L,(B) = 2 ,  j~r(B x (0, t]), 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
again in the sense of ~quality in distribution. To establish (4.9) it herefore suffices 
to show that for each compact B ~ (0, 0o) v, ith d~(#B)=0, 
lira t - 'X , !hr (Bx(0,  t])= A-----~ ~b(B) (4.12) 
t-,oo ~+/2 
almost surely, where the null set in (4.12) initially depends on B. For the argument 
that leads from (4.12) to (4.9) we refer the reader to the proof of [13, Theorem 2.1]. 
Conditional on ~', X ' .  2~r is a Poisson random measure with mean measure 
~,(B xA)= A~b(B) J'A "~~ ds; 
(of. [12, Application 4.3]). Therefol ~, if B c (0, oo) is compact, then conditional on 
~', ~ ' .  2~r(B x. ) is a Poisson random measure on R+ with mean measure 4J(B x. ) 
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and consequently 
lira 3t ' ,  AT/(B x (0, t]) = 1 (4.13) 
X (n) Io Xs ds 
almost surely with respect o the joint distribution of 2~r and X. (For further details 
of the argument, see the proof of [12, Theorem 3.1].) The proof now follows from 
(4.13) and the fact that t-~Z(t)--> ~7/(~ + fi) almost surely. [] 
Remark. The integrability condition on ~b implies that 4,[e, oo)< oo for each e >0,  
but it remains possible that ~b(0, oo)= oo. Using (4.9) one can determine a and d, 
up to a scalar factor that can be shifted from one to the other. Even when 
~b(0, oo) < oo it appears impossible to resolve this ambiguity. 
5. Statistical inference and filtering for X: Markov case 
In this section we adopt the point of view that the screening process X is not 
observable, but is of interest, and that it is desired to recover properties of X, 
either in the statistical sense or in the filtering sense, based on observations of 
X • M alone, the more important case, or possibly of M and X .M.  The only case 
for which we have obtained reasonably complete and specific results is that in which 
X is a Markov process. We assume, therefore, for the remainder of this section that 
n(dx) = a e -~x dx, /.L (dy) = b e -by dy, 
for some positive constants a and b. 
The following structural result underlies the statistical portion of this section. 
5.1. Theorem. Let M be a Poisson random measure with mean measure m(du)= 
A du. Then X ,  M is a renewal process with interrenewal distribution p given by 
1 -p( t )=[ (a  + b)(e~"-  e"2') + 0~1 e*l ' -a2 e~2t]/(al -  a2), (5.2) 
where a l and a2 are the roots of the equation 
ot2 + (a + b + A )a + Ab = O. (5.3) 
Proof. That X ,  M is a renewal process, even under hypotheses less stringent han 
those of this theorem, follows from a result of Kingman [15]. If p is the interrenewal 
distribution for X*  M, then 
1--p(t)=ZX.M((O,t]), 
where ZX.M is the zero-probability functiona! of X,M.  Eq. (5.2) then follows ~rom 
(2.3) by routine calculations. VI 
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Remark. From (5.2) it follows that the expected interrenewal time for X*  M is 
oO 
fo (1 - p(t)) dt = a + b ~ e  
Ab 
The renewal theorem then implies that almost surely 
X • M(t) ab 
lira = 
t-,~ t a+b '  
which is the same result as proved previously (and more generally) in Theorem 2.8. 
We can use Theorem 5.1 to recover in the statistical sense all three parameters 
A, a and b from observation of only X .  M in the following manner. 
5.4. Theorem. By observation of X .  M only it is almost surely possible to recover 
,,, a and b. 
Proof .  Let W1, W2,. . .  be the interrenewal times for X .M (in terms of the 
underlying model these are the times between successive observed events), and let 
~', be the empirical distribution function based on W1, . . . ,  W,,, namely 
n 
( . ( t )=n -1 Y~ l¢o./](Wk). 
k--1 
By Theorem 5.1 and the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (cf. [3]), for instance, we have 
lim supl( ,(t) -o(t)[=O 
n-.~oO t 
almost surely. That is, based on observation of X*  M only, one can with probability 
one obtain the interrenewal distribution p exactly. It remains to show how to 
calculate A, a and b from O. We have previously noticed that 
~oO 
Jo (1-p(t)i: dt=aAb'+--"bb (5.5) 
Two calculations suffice to yield 
= p'(0) (5.6) 
and 
-A(a+A)=p"(O). (5.7) 
Thus, one should first use (5.6) to calculate A, then (5.7) to calculate a, and finally 
(5.5) to calculate b. 73 
As have many of our results, the next theorem makes heavy use of the fact that, 
conditional on X, the observed random measure X*M is Poisson with mean 
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AX(u) du. This theorem gives a recursive filtering scheme for E[X,I~,], i.e., for 
estimation of the observability process X based on observation of X .  M only. 
5.8. Theorem. There exist versions of the conditional expectations E[Xt I ~t] satisfy- 
ing the stochastic differential eq~ation 
dE[X, I Y/',] = {-aE[X,I~,]+ b(1 -E [X ,  [ ~,])} dt 
+(1 .... EEX, I YC,])(X * M(dt)  - AE[X, J YC,] dt). (5.9) 
Proof. The following argument may be termed a selective imitation f that used 
by Snyder in [19]. Since in our setting X may be equal to zero, one must modify 
the argument in [19] in order to avoid unjustifiable divisions by zero, which the 
special nature of our X has allowed. 
For At > 0, let 
~,/,,  = tr(~,, X*  M(t, t + At]). 
On {X*M(t,  t + At]= 1} we must have Xs = 1 for some s ~ (t, t + At] and hence on 
this set 
E[X( t  + at)i ,.~,]= l+o(at) .  (5.10) 
Using Bayes' rule in the manner of [19], but without the need for finite difference 
approximations, we conclude that on {X .  M(t, t + At] = 0}, 
E[X( t  + at)l * X,,~,] = 
= E[X(t  + At)(1 - XX, at + ;tE[X, lZ,]At)lYE,]+o(at) 
= E[X( t  + At)IZ,]-aE[X(t + at)(X,-E[X, lYE,])IZ,]At +o(at) (5.11) 
as At--, 0, almost surely. 
Finally since X is bounded it is evident that 
E[X(t+ At)l * ~t, at]l {X* M(t.t+At]~2) ----" o(At) 
almost surely. 
Combining (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) we infer that 
(5.12) 
ffC* E[X( t+At ) l  ,.a,]= 
= X * M(t, t + At] + (1 -X ,  M(t, t + At]) IE[X(t + At)I Y/'t] 
- xE[x ( t  + at)CX, - E [x ,  i ~r,]) I yc,]a t} + oCat) 
= E[X( t  + a01 g]  + (x  • MCt, t + At]-,~E[X, IYE,]At) 
x (1 - E [X( t  + At) I ~,]) + o(at) 
as At--, 0. Here we make use of the fact that X 2 = X since X can assume only the 
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values zero and one. It therefore follows that 
• E[X, IX,]= E[X(t + At)IX,+A,]-- E[X, iX,] 
= E[X(t + At)-X,[X,]  
+(1 -- E[X(t + At) [ Yf,])(X * M(t, t + &t]" AE[X~ I~Yt]&t)+ o(At) 
(5.13) 
almost surely, where we have also used the fact that 
lim (E[X(t + At)JY~,.at]-E[X(t +&t)]~,+a,]) = 0; 
,Xt--O 
this latter property is entailed by the martingale convergence theorem. 
Standard properties of infinitesimal generators of Markov processes give that 
E[X(t+&t) -X~I~]  =
= E[E[X(t + At ) -Xt  J or(~t, X,)] I ~/',] 
= E[-alcx.~=ll+ blix.~-_ojl~',]+o(At) 
= -aE[X , J~]+ b(l - E [X~ J X,]) + o(At). (5.14) 
Substitution of (5.14) into (5.13) and calculation of the limit as At--, 0 now give 
(5.9). V3 
Remarks. (1) In view of Theorem 2.14(d), the stochastic differential equation (5.9) 
is in the usual form of predictable part plus filter gain times innovation. It is 
interesting to observe that the filter gain is 1 - E[Xt i,~t], which makes good physical 
sense .  
(2) One may combine Theorems 3.7 and 5.8 to obtain explicit recursive filtering 
equations for M with X • M observed when X is Markov. 
(3) As A -,o0, ~ecovery of A from X ,M ought to become xact. An heuristic 
justification can be obtained by noting that, as ,~ -* oo, (5.9) becomes 
dE[X, [ Yl,] ~ (-a l lx ,~ lj + b 1 ~x~,,~o~) dt. 
(4) A similar problem is treated in [ 16, Section 19.3, Example 2] but the methods 
there are not directly applicable to our problem. 
In some physical problems one may desire to estimate X based on observations 
of both M and X .M.  For the case of Markov X, the following result gives an 
explicit solution to this particular filtering problem. Let the random measure M 
be written in the form 
oo 
M-  ~ er, 
i=1  
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where Y1 <~ I"2 <~" • •, and let X • M be written as 
oo 
X'M= ~ aiey, 
i=1  
where the as are random variables assuming only the values 0 and 1. Recall that 
~t = (M, X ,  M on [0, t]). 
5.15. Theorem. For each t, 
b a E[x, lYe,]= 'a +b 4" exp[-(a +b)(t- YM.))] on {aM.)=l}, 
b 
a +----~(1 -exp[ - (a  + b)(t- YM¢o)]) on {ot~m)=0). (5.16) 
Proof. Let (It) denote the transition function of the Markov process X. We will 
show that 
E[X,  I ~',] = P,-yM,,,(aM(t~, 1); (5.17) 
elementary calculations then verify that the right-hand side of (5.17) is given by 
the right-hand side of (5.16). To prove (5.17), let f and g be bounded, continuous, 
positive functions on [0, t]. Then by the conditional uniformity of M and the 
independence of M and X 
n----O 
O<Xl<' "<Xn <!  
dxl • • • dx, 
{ [L ]] x ~'. [(x,)Ex X(Xk)g(xk); {X(t)= 1} 
k=l  = 
(where the Ex-expectation is with respec'~ tothe distribution of X only) 
f f = Y e -x' " "  dx l ' "dx ,  n=O 
O<Xl<".<xn<t 
(by the Markov property of X) , 
= E[( Io .o f  dMIo.og d(X *M))Pt-v,,,,,(otM¢t), 1)], 
which completes the proof of (5.17). 7-1 
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